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ABSTRACT



We describe an abstract, generic and extensible ontology, the Rover Context Model Ontology (RoCoMO), which is currently being designed and developed to model and represent context in an intelligent context-aware middleware system, called Rover II. The Rover Context Model (RoCoM) is the underlying context model for Rover II and is centered on four primitives that can be used to represent a situation: entity, event, activity and relationship. The ontology is expressed using the Web Ontology Language (OWL) and includes two components – RoCoM Core Ontology and the RoCoM Application Ontology. We also illustrate its usage with the aid of a public safety application called M-Urgency that is currently deployed at the UMD campus. Author Keywords Context-Aware Middleware, Context-
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General Terms Design INTRODUCTION



Dey[3] defines context as any information used to characterize the situation of an entity such as a person, place or an object that is relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, and context-aware systems as computing systems that provide relevant services and information to users based on their situational conditions. Although context-aware applications can be developed piecemeal, a common context-aware middleware enables easy integration and communication between applications that may or may not use separate communication and representation mechanisms. Such a system can store, intelligently process, reason over, merge and learn from contextual information available from heterogeneous sources without coordinating each pair of applications. We describe such a system, called Rover II; its underlying context model for representing context, called Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). UbiComp’12, September 5-8, 2012, Pittsburgh, USA. ACM 978-1-4503-1224-0/12/09.
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Rover Context Model (RoCoM); and a method for visually representing a situation in Rover II, called Situation Graph; in Krishnamoorthy et al [4]. As described in [4], a given situation can be modeled in terms of the four primitives of RoCoM: entity, activity, event and relationship. CONTEXT MODEL ONTOLOGIES



Ye et al [8] propose the following coarse-grained criteria to assess ontologies in pervasive computing environments: (i) Clarity and Coherence: Ontological concepts must be unique, unambiguous and distinguishable through their properties and constraints. (ii) Ontological commitment: Ontologies should make sufficient claims about the domain to support the intended knowledge sharing and reuse. If too many claims are made on a domain, the extensibility of ontologies is limited; however, if too few are made, the range of applications that can actually use the ontology will be reduced. (iii) Encoding bias: Ontologies should be specified at the knowledge level without depending on a particular symbollevel encoding. (iv) Extensibility: It should be easy to add new terms to ontologies without causing ambiguity. (v) Orthogonality: General concepts should be defined as independent and loosely coupled atomic concepts. Based on their analysis, we can conclude that SOUPA [1] and CoBrA-Ont [2] are the only ontologies that come close to satisfying these requirements. However, for our purposes of modeling every situation in terms of the four primitives of RoCoM and setting a goal for the context-aware system, neither of these ontologies is sufficient. Moreover, the problem with some of the general and exhaustive ontologies like OpenCyc [6] is that they become too cumbersome to use in a system designed for efficient and effective use in real time. In addition, it is not possible for a finite number of people to enumerate all the possible concepts, and the relationships between them, that could be used in a practical context-aware system. Hence, in our opinion, it is best to develop a generic base ontology and make it extensible.



Figure 1. Partial view of RoCoMO



responder (murgencyofficer). For instance, because of an accident that is an event (murgencyevent), the Rover II context-aware system is catalyzed and a goal of rescue is set for the system. A series of activities follow such as, the caller calls the police, the dispatcher accepts the call, the dispatcher assigns (murgencyassignment) a responder or officer to the call etc. In addition, internal activities such as accepting connection request from a device, availing a/v streaming service, etc. are executed.



ROVER CONTEXT MODEL ONTOLOGY (ROCOMO)



FUTURE WORK AND REMARKS



RoCoMO is currently being developed in OWL2 DL [7] that is expressive, versatile and supports reasoning. It also satisfies the assessment criteria mentioned above – its concepts are unique, unambiguous and clearly defined; it is extensible and hence not restricted to a single domain; and it does not have any encoding bias. It has two components – RoCoM Core Ontology that consists of the core concepts that are common to all domains and RoCoM Application Ontology that consists of concepts that extend the core ontology concepts but are specific to an application. The RoCoM Core ontology has been divided into two upper level ontologies: (i) RoCoM Domain ontology - This ontology contains concepts that characterize the knowledge of the domain and includes entities and events. (ii) RoCoM Task ontology – This ontology characterizes the problem solving structure of the domain and provides primitives in terms of which we can describe the problem solving process. It includes the activities. Activities are further divided into external activities that take place outside the Rover II system and internal activities or the processes that take place inside the system.



The Rover II context-aware middleware and RoCoMO is being designed and implemented to work in several domains and be able to represent different aspects of context such as location, time, and activity; as well as model advanced features like reasoning over context, learning from context history, privacy, security, trust, uncertainty in context etc. More importantly, other developers and researchers should be able to make use of the existing ontology and extend it. To facilitate this, we are also in the process of designing and building a GUI based framework that can be plugged into an existing ontology editor to allow others to extend the ontologies. In future, we will provide a Rover II API for developers to build applications using RoCoM and integrate them with Rover II.



Figure 1 shows a partial description of RoCoMO. The toplevel classes in the ontology represent three of the four primitives – activity, entity and event. An entity can be further categorized as a physicalentity such as a person or vehicle and a virtualentity such as a third party web service or database, and so on. As shown in the figure, the core ontology can be extended to concepts specific to an application such as the M-Urgency application to form the Application Ontology. This is illustrated in the next section. REPRESENTING AN M-URGENCY SITUATION USING ROCOMO



M-Urgency [5] is a public safety application that enables mobile users to stream live video from their devices to local PSAP (Public Safety Answering Point) along with the audio stream, the real time location information and any personal relevant information about the caller. As shown in Figure 1, a simple M-Urgency scenario can involve the entities (ontology classes in parentheses) – caller (person), dispatcher (murgencydispatcher) and
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